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When a Sage Gardens resident is found murdered in the residentâ€™s community lounge the four
retirees, Samantha, Eddy, Walt and Jo, want to find out what happened.But when their
investigations lead them towards the past they find out that they have two mysteries to solve, not
one. They need to untangle a web of lies and deceit to uncover the truth. But their investigations
direct them straight towards trouble. Will they be able to work as a team and get to the truth? Or will
their different backgrounds divide them and land them in danger? Will the â€˜Sage Gardens Sleuths'
be able to solve both the old and new mystery before they become victims themselves?
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Cindy Bell does it again. Her Sage Gardens mysteries are awesome. In this book Samantha walked
into a murder scene at the very beginning of the story. Who did it is the BIG question, there were so
many suspects. The story twists and turns and is really very interesting. I will admit that I thought I
had it figured out until another twist came into play. I can't wait for another book from the series to
come out.

What a wonderful set of great characters that were crazy , but so quirky that keep me reading. The
storyline had alot of twists and turns that will keep you totally guessing throughout this book till the
very last chapter.

This was great! Lots of twists and turns. I could not put it down. Actually I was a little jumpy reading
it at night! I give it 5 stars and I highly recommend everyone will enjoy it! We are never too old for
adventures!

Cindy Bell does it again with a good mystery. The four sleuths get together to solve a murder of a
neighbor. Each of them have their own choice of the prime suspect. If only they would trust each
other, they would be working together instead of going at the mystery from totally different angles.
They come to the same conclusion eventually. They not only solve one murder but a murder that
happened many years ago. A good story.

The Sage Gardens Sleuths are at it again. Entering the community center, Samantha walks right
into a murder scene. Now the journey begins as the sleuths start to investigate and put themselves
in danger. They need to solve this before the killer comes after them.

This started off better than most with the murder within 2 pages. I had a little trouble identifying the
cast of characters since this was my first read of this series. I liked it enough to get books 1-4 to
better know the series.

This was not the usual type of cozy mysteries I enjoy because the writing style was geared more for
juveniles. Even though the subject matter deals with older adults, the writing lacks depth and is very
simple. The characters are one dimensional, and simplistic. I'm glad I was able to borrow this book
from Kindle library, and do not plan to sample any further books by this author. I wish her well,
perhaps she needs to read books by more established authors to get a better feel of writing. Cozy
authors I enjoy: Juliet Blackwell, Heather Blake, Julie Moffett and Lynn Cahoon.

I enjoyed reading this book very much. The author has done a very good job of keeping you
interested in the characters and the storyline. I would recommend it to anyone.
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